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1. THE BOUNDARY OF V (A) 
The purpose of this addendum is to describe the boundary maps of the 
complexes V(A) and V’(A) constructed in [1,2]. For any sequence 
a = (Al, . ..) A,,) of nonnegative integers V’(A) is a chain complex 
0 + Y(,;jW + . . . --, Y,(n) + YJa) + 0 (1) 
of GL, (IQ-modules, over a field K of characteristic zero, where Y,(A) is 
the direct sum C S(A - ~1.0) over all permutations w  of 11, . . . . WZ} of 
length I(N,) = i, A - W. 0 being the sequence (.A, + IV-“(1) - 1, “I, + 
V’(2)-2, . ..) 1, + I’- M) and S(p,, . . . . ,u,,) denoting the tensor 
product 
S,,(VO ... osp*p7 (21 
of symmetric powers of the standard module V= GLJK). The boundary 
maps of V(A) consist of components 
@A M’l, w2) : qa - w1 .O) ---f S(I - lV2 .O) (3) 
which will be zero unless ~1~ d W, in the Bruhat order and can be described 
in terms of the natural linear endomorphisms 
T,: S( V)On* -+ S(V)@” (1 fi<j<m) (4) 
of the m-fold tensor power of symmetric algebra S(V), where T, sends a 
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in which s;(f) denotes the monomial xii . . . +tir.. . xjk, obtained from si by 
omitting the factor .yir, the sum being zero if ki = 0. 
For any strictly upper triangular nz x m matrix N= (N,) with non- 
negative integer entries let T (“) denote the ordered monomial 




( n t?jyN,!) 
rrr > j > i 
in the enveloping algebra “?((gl,(K)) of the Lie algebra gl,(K), where eii 
denotes the matrix in gl,(K) whose (j, i) th entry is 1 and whose other 
entries are all zero. In order to describe the boundary components we will 
utilize the elements 8,,(y) discussed by Shapovalov in [S]. Let 5% and ‘W 
denote the Lie subalgebras of gl,,,(K) consisting of strictly upper and lower 
triangular matrices, respectively. Let A + denote the set of positive roots, 
i.e., the weights of ‘3, and for each CL E A + let W, denote the corresponding 
transpositions. For each ~‘EZ~ and CIE A+ such that w,~ <JJ, there is an 
element I,, of weight -kcc in the enveloping algebra 32(W), where k 
is the positive integer satisfying the equation ~‘~7 - 1’ = ka. Before starting 
the theorem describing the boundary we want to also set the following 
notation. For any two permutations ~‘i, bv2 of { 1, . . . . I?Z} satisfying the 
condition Z(W,) = l(w,) + 1, we will write M’? + w’i to mean that u’~ 6 nll in 
the Bruhat order, or equivalently that ~~~~ = W, pi for some c( E A +. The 
reader should be aware that these relations d and + are the reverse of 
those used in [4]. 
THEOREM 1. A boundary component a(l, w,, w2) of V(l) is zero unless 
w2 + wl. In the case w2 + H’~, we know that there exists a root CI E A + such 
that uv2 = IL’, w, and hence that w2 .O - w1 .O = kcr for some positive k E Z. 
Therefore in this case there is a corresponding element OX,k(~pZ .O) of 
.Shapovalov, and \ve have 
where the scalars cEk ( \c2 . 0) are the coefficients in the expansion 
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in JB(‘W ), s(wl, w2) is the sign prescribed in [4, Lemma 10.41 and INi 
denotes the sum x N, of the entries of the matrix N. 
Prooj: We will treat the case I??= n and K= @ from which the general 
case follows easily. (See [l, Sect. 7; 2, Sect. 61.) Recall that there is a 
natural isomorphism 
of left GL,,(K)-modules, with the Schur algebra AL’ being viewed as a right 
h - -module through the composition 
b - -% b c=-+ gl,(K) - A;, (111 
where ~(6) = -0’ for 6 E b-. It follows from the construction of Y(A) that 
the map 8( I?, H’~, 11’2 j is 
(12) 
where d(0, UJ~, H,~) denotes the boundary component from M(M’~ .O) to 
M( 12’2 . 0 j of the Bernstein-Gelfand--Gelfand resolution of the trivial gl,(K)- 
module K. Since d(0, ~tr, H:~) is zero unless 11’~ -+ I\‘~, the same is true for 
a(A. IFS, \t:?). In the case u’Z --+ u’r the map d(0, II’- 1, 1~~) is s(~~!r, 12.~) times 
the canonical injection of the Verma module M( II’~ .O) into M( MI* .O) and 
this injection takes the canonical generator & .0 of M(~c, .O) to 
O,.,(w, .O)f,L,q.o in M(M!: .O), where Q,.J~r7 .O) is the element of 
Shapovalov mentioned in the statement of the theorem. Now, let e,, . . . . e, 
be the standard basis of the standard module V= k” and for any 
?‘= (]I,) . . . . y,l)eZ” let e ‘?) denote the tensor 
eyl’ @ e $?I@) . . @e!:‘fl’ES(y), (13) 
where e.j”‘=(l/k!)e,kES,(V) if k>O and is zero if k<O. The image of e’;” 
under the map TCN) defined in (6) is easily seen to be t?(~J(el’-.X’~v’), where 
6:“’ is the ordered monomial 
(14) 
in J%(%), with 8, being the transpose of the matrix 19,~ appearing in (7), and 
where x(N) E Z” is the sum C Nq~ij taken over all positive roots CX~E d +-~ 
Since the map a(~): @(%-) -&(%) takes /3!‘?) to (-l)‘“@y’, the 
theorem now follows .from the observation that the isomorphism in (10) 
takes the element 1 Of,,.0@ 1 to the tensor e/l-“-’ in S(A-tc .O). 
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A few words should be said at this point about the choices involved in 
the prescription for the signs s(b~i, MI*) given in [4, 10.41. Although these 
choices only change the complexes V(J) up to isomorphism, it will be con- 
venient for us to fix a certain selection of choices before proceeding any 
further. For this purpose we introduce the following notation. We will write 
g --tf T to mean that c + t and that r-lo is an elementary transposition 
(i, i + 1). The construction of the signs s( \i~i, w2) in [4, 10.41 depends on 
the selection of a chain 
1=~I”02”...“(Th=S (15) 
from the identity permutation 1 to the permutation s of maximal length 
in the symmetric group on (1, . . . . nz}. Now, for any pair i, j of integers 
satisfying 1 d i <j< m, we let (j, i) denote the product of standard cycles 
(j, . . . . i+ 1, i)(j, . . . . i+2, i+ l)...(j, j- l)(j), (16) 
where for convenience we set (j, j)=(j) = 1. We then obtain a chain 
CT1 * 0, *--.* Oh. of length h = m(m - 1)/2, by putting together 
the chains (m, i> -H (i, i- l)(rn, i) -++ (i+ l,i,i-l)(m,i) +.-.--t, 
(m, i- 1) from (m, i) to (rn, i- 1); for i=m, m- 1, . . . . 2, where gl= 
(m, m ) = 1 and CJ,, = (m, 1) = S. We will fix this chain for the definition of 
the signs s(bvi, MJ~) used in this paper. 
2. THE SUBCOMPLEXES V(1), 
In this section we examine the portions of the structure of the complex 
V(1) that can be determined recursively from complexes of the same type 
associated to smaller symmetric groups. For convenience, we will let W, 
denote the symmetric group on { 1, . . . . m}, and for any sequence ye = 
(rll, fl2, ..., tlk + , ) of positive integers whose sum rl i + 11~ + . . . + ylk + i equals 
m, we let W,, denote the associated standard Young subgroup 
wqix wvzx ... x WV,+, (17) 
of w,, where W,,I is identified with the subgroup of W permuting the 
subset (ZL- I + 1, ui- 1 + 2, . . . . ui - 1, uj} of { 1, . . . . m >, with uj denoting the 
partial sum ni + . . . + ilj. We accordingly define V(L), to be the subcomplex 
of Y(n) whose module of chains in dimension i is the summand 
y,(n), = 1 S( 2 - lv 0) (18) 
w E W’” , I( H’ , = i 
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of Y,(A) corresponding to the permutations in W,. This defines a subcom- 
plex of V(A) because WV is an ideal of the poset W, under the Bruhat 
order and because the boundary components 8(,4, )I:,, ic2) of Y(A) are zero 
unless ~9~ d \%>I in the Bruhat order. 
THEOREM 2. The subcomplex V(A), is isomorphic to the tensor product 
VU I, . . . . ~,,,E3w,,+l, . . . . L2)0 ... ov’(&.+,, .... L) (19) 
of chain complexes V’(& + 1, . ..) A,:), for i = 1, . . . . k + 1, where ui = C:= i ‘I.~. 
Proof It is clearly sufficient to consider the case k= 1, i.e., the case 
II= (p, q), where p + q = HZ. In this case, ~$1, is isomorphic as a Coxeter 
group to the product ul, x Wq, and if 11%~ 11%~ corresponds to (p, 7) E 
w, x wq then A - ~0 is the concatenation of the two sequences 
(1 1, . . . . A,)-p.0 and (3Lpfl, . . . . AM) - 1’ .O. It follows immediately that the 
chains of the complex V(l)rl are isomorphic to the chains of the tensor 
product complex V(A,, . . . . A,,) @ V(A,+,, . . . . A,,,) and that it is only 
necessary to examine the boundary components ?(A, w,, We), where 
w2 -+ w1 in W,. 
For convenience we will identify the Lie algebra sl, x sl, with the sub- 
algebra of sl, consisting of all matrices in dI,, whose (i, j) th entry is zero 
unless 1~ i, j <p or p + 1~ i, j < m. Since we are identifying ~1~ with 
Wp x Wq, given 11~~ + WJ~ in \v~, we will write $12, = (,u,, if,) where pI E WP 
and yr E U;;, for t = 1, 2. There are two cases 
(4 112-w and 72 =?‘l 
or (201 
(b) PZ=PI and i’Z-+:‘l 1 
which arise under the condition %r2 -+ 1~~ in W,,. In the first case, p”z = ,uLa ,u, 
and l,t:2 = M?,w~, where p’oi E Wp and W, E IV,,, are transpositions, corre- 
sponding to positive roots pi and CI of SE, and si,, respectively, related by 
the equation W, = (pcl,, 1) under th e i en i ica ion of w,~ with Wp x W,. If d t f t’ 
we identify sl, with slP x 0 in the subalgebra sl, x sl, of $I,,, then Cc is 
the restriction of the root sf, to a root of the subalgebra sl,. There is 
accordingly a positive integer k satisfying the equations p I . 0, - p2 . 0, = kg 
and it’s . 0, - 11~~ ‘0, = ka. Consider now the diagram of injective maps of 
Verma modules 
MI”1 .O,) - Mb2 .O,) 
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where the vertical maps are induced by the injection of sl, into sl, just 
described and the horizontal maps are the canonical injective Verma 
module homomorphisms which map the canonical generators fP,.OP of 
W-h .O,) and f,,, .o, of M(w~ .O,,) to the elements 8u&12.P)~PZ.0P and 
~,,/A% . %?J .Lq .o, in M(pCL?. 0,) and M(w~. 0,), respectively. In order 
to see that this diagram commutes it is sufficient to check that 
&(6Ja.&, -0,) f,,,l.OP) equals Qa,J~,~~z .0nl)fv,2.,,m. Because of its weight, it is 
clear that the latter element belongs to the image of &, so that both of 
these elements are highest weight vectors in the Verma module 
&(M&. 0,)) over sl,. Since they have the same weight over slP, one must 
be a scalar multiple of the other by [4, Sect. 8.71. Moreover, it follows 
from [S, Sect. 3.11 that the two elements 8,,k(p2 .O,) and Qa,k(~~l, .O,,) have 
the same leading term. Therefore, the desired equality is true and the 
diagram thus commutes. Using Theorem 1 we can then conclude that the 
equality 
holds in case (20a), provided we verify the signs s(n!i, ~7~) and s(pi , ,IJ~) to 
be the same. A symmetric argument in case (20b) leads to the conclusion 
that 
ii((A 1, . . . . L), 12’1 3~~~*)=(-l)~(~)lo~((~p+,, . ..) n,), yl,y*), (23) 
where p = ,ui = ,LL~, provided we verify the condition 
to hold on the signs in this case. 
In order to examine these signs, we need to refer to their construction 
described in the proof of [4, 10.41 given in [4, Sect. 111, utilizing the chain 
selected in (15). In the case (20a) there exists a unique pair of integers 
i, j, with 16 i- 1 <j<p - 1, satisfying the conditions. 
pI d (.A . . . . i- l)<p, i> and pLl(j+ 1, . . . . i- l)<p, j> (25) 
in the Bruhat order d in WP, and these in turn can easily be seen to imply 
the analogous conditions 
w1 g (j, . ..) i- l)(m, i) and w1 d (j+ 1, . . . . i- l)(nz, i> (26) 
in Wn,,. Following the rule given in [4, Sect. 111, there are two cases to 
consider at this point. If ,LL* = (j, j+ l),u, then We= (j, j+ l)~i, and in this 
case both the signs s(p,, p2) and s(w,, We) are defined to be + 1. If, on the 
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other hand, 1-1~ # (j, j+ 1)/t,, then ~3~ # (.j, j + l)~‘,, so that the signs 
s(pl, ,u~) and s(JL’~, by*) are recursively determined, as in [4, 11.61, by the 
equations 
where rr denotes the transposition (j, j + 1). The left-most factors s(,u, , crp I ) 
and s(u’i, a\~,) are both + 1 by the first case just considered. Since I(,u,) = 
/(,nr) - 1 = [(crp r ), we can use induction on the length of p1 to deduce that 
the other two factors in (27) are equal to their respective factors in (28) 
and thus conclude that s(p,, ,u~) equals s(N~, , I+!~) as desired in the case 
(20a). 
In the remaining case (20b) we can write ~~~~ = (p, rr) and 1,~~ = (p, 1j2)> 
where ALE W, and y?-+?/i in SVq. We have to verify the condition 
S(IV~, ~7~) = (- l)‘(“‘s(p,, ,u?) stated in (24). Let 1%‘~ G denote the injective 
group homomorphism from W, into lVm which sends each transposition 
(i, j) in W, to the transposition (i + p, j +p) in IV,,,. We will first show that 
the sign s(yr, yz) computed in ?V4 is equal to the sign s(l;,, y2) computed 
in W,,,. As in the previous argument, there exist a unique pair i, j of 
integers, with 1~ i - 1 <j d 4 - 1, satisfying the conditions 
y1 +C (.i, . . . . i- l)(q, i> and y1 d (jt 1, . . . . i- l)(q, i) (29) 
in the Bruhat order in 6V4, and these clearly imply the analogous condi- 
tions 
1;1 51 (j+p, . . . . i+p- l)(m, i+p> 
and I*~(j+p+l,...,i+p-l)(m,i+p) 
in Iv,,. In the case y2 = (j, j + 1 jlii, we also have “ji2 = (j + p, j + 0 + 1 )yL ~ 
so that both signs s(y,, y2) and s(y,, Tz) are + 1. If, on the other hand, yz # 
(j, j+ l)~r, then 1,2#(j+p,jfp+ 1)1;i, so that we have the equations 
from [4, 11.61, where o=(j,j+ 1) and C=(j+p,j+p+ 1). As before, we 
know the left-most factors to be + 1 by the first case just considered, and 
since 1(~,) = I(y I ) - 1 = &ail,), we can use induction on /(II r ) to conclude 
that the other sign factors in (31) and (32) are repectively equal. and hence 
that s(y , , y?) = ~(7,) v2) as desired. 
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We are now ready to verify (24), proceeding by induction on l(p). When 
I(p) = 0, this is precisely the equality s(y,, y2) = s(yl, yzj that we just 
proved. For f(p) > 0, choose any transposition B = (i, i), where 1 d i <j <p 
and 0~ + p, so that we have a square (MJ~, M’~, gb~r, CMJ~) in ET,, as defined 
in [4, 10.21. From [4, 10.41 we know that S(IV~, \vz) is given as a product 
where we know 
S(Wl ) mv*) s( W2) mv2) = s(p, quy = + 1 (34) 
by the case (20a) treated earlier. Since /(CCL) = I(p) - 1 we have 
s(mv,, a1vJ = (- l)‘?s(yl, y*) (35) 
by induction on I(u). The desired equality s(n~, , ~7~) = (- I )‘(@).s(p,, pI) 
now follows immediately from (33)-(35), concluding the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
3. THE ANTISYMMETRIC CASE 
Over a field of characteristic zero, there is a functor Q on the category 
of homogeneous polynomial representations of GL,(K) of degree m which 
converts the tensor product S(p) of symmetric powers in (2) to the tensor 
product 
A(p) = ny V) @ . . . @ ny V) (36) 
of corresponding exterior powers. (See the fourth paragraph of [3, Sect. 61 
for a brief sketch of the functor Q in characteristic zero given before the 
discussion of the characteristic-free case.) This functor Q applied to the 
complex v(n) results in an analogous complex V’(A) 
o-+ Yjl;)(4 + ... + Y;(I)+ Y;(n)+0 (37) 
of Gl,(K)-modules, where Y;(A) is the direct sum x A(2 - MI .O) over all 
WE IV, of length i. The functor Q applied to the endomorphism Tii in (4) 
results in the endomorphism 
T,;: A(V)@‘= + /I( y)Sm (38) 
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which sends a tensor product a, 0 . . . @ a,, of monomials ap = 
,Ypl A -yp2 A . . . A xpk E nkp( V) to the sign (- 1) raised to power 
ki + ki + I + . . . + kj- p times the sum 
rgl (-l)‘a10 ... @ai-l@ai(t)@a,+,O ... @aj-l 
Oxil A aj@a,,,@ ... Ou,, (39) 
in which a,(t) denotes the monomial xi1 P, .. . A X, /\ ... A xik, with sii 
omitted. In a fashion analogous to (6), we let TfCA’) denote the ordered 
monomial 
TkN,IN, ! (40) 
in the endomorphism algebra of A( V)B,m. 
THEOREM 3. The boundary component ?I’(& wl, 2?) of M(A) from 
A(i - IV, . 0) to A (A - wZ . 0 j is zero unless w2 + IV L, in which case 
where c&(w2 .O), s(wl, MY*), and INI are as in Theorem 1. 
ProojY Apply the functor Q to Theorem 1. 
For any sequence 11 as in Section 2, we let V’(;l), denote the subcomplex 
of V’(J) whose module of chains in dimension i is the summand 
y:(4,{= 1 (42) 
WE rv,),/(w)=; 
of Y;(n) corresponding to the permutations in W,,. 
THEOREM 4. The subcomplex V’(A), is isomorphic to the tensor product 
V’(Al, . . . . A,)@ ... OV’(A,,,,, . . . . A,,) of chain complexes V(&,+,+l, . . . . L,,,j, 
for i= 1, . . . . k+ 1, where u,=~~=, q. 
Proof The proof of Theorem 2 given in Section 2 can be repeated for 
V'(A) to derive Theorem 4 from Theorem 3. Alternatively, one can consider 
the functor 52 on all polynomial representations of GL,,(K), extended 
additively from its values on homogeneous polynomial representations, and 
then check that Q commutes with tensor products to obtain Theorem 4 
directly from Theorem 2. 
481,‘152:2-11 
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